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Abstract––Nowadays the weblog is a fast growing emerging trend in web blog in internet, everyone people who easy 

to express their feeling and opinion on particular on topic of interest. We introduce the web blog only for the scholar. 

In this paper we propose the novel method no necessary to written for express opinion about the topic, for that we 

have put the three button instead of written, that button namely positive, negative and neutral. The scholar simply 

select appropriate one button through we  evaluate as a opinion.This dissertation proposes an novel opinion retrieval 

model to effectively retrieve the blog documents having opinions about a given query topic, and label the opinion 

polarity of the retrieved documents as positive, negative or neutral. Finally an opinion polarity module gives each 

retrieved document a polarity label to indicate the overall tone of the query related opinions in the document. The 

experimental results show that the retrieval effectiveness and the classification accuracy of this proposed model are 

both higher than other systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Opinion retrieval is a user search, where the information need seems to be of an opinion, a perspective-finding 

nature, rather than fact-finding. A relevant document must relevant to the query topic and also contains opinions about the 

query. Research on opinion retrieval aims to uncover the public sentiment towards a given entity. Blog retrieval is the task of 

finding a blog with a principle, recurring interest on certain topic.An opinion retrieval system is required to locate blog 

documents expressing opinions about a query in a large blog collection. Identification of the polarity of the query-relevant 

opinions in the documents is not required. We introduce and designed the scholar blog ultimate aim provide the real opinion 

classification about the particular subject. If scholar want to express the opinion about  the  topic on blog there  is no 

necessary  written!, for that we have put the three button instead of written, that button namely positive ,negative and neutral. 

The scholar simply select appropriate one button that we consider as a opinion. We introduce the novel method through 

provide the overall  polarity’s classification as well as single document polarity. Significant improvement of the opinion 

retrieval effectiveness has been achieved by our experiment result. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work on  opinion retrieval, Topic 

Structuring. Section 3 describes the process following throughout this research. Section 4 detailing the results of this 

research. Section 5 concludes this work and discusses future work. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Major areas of this research  require  the discussion of the characteristics of blogs, opinion retrieval, and topic 

structuring . This section discusses the work that relates to this research. 

 

2.1 Characteristics of blogs 

web logs( blogs) are a fast growing  phenomenon on the world wide web  as they allow people to publish their 

feelings and opinions any topic they choose[2].Blogs form a community by linking to similar blogs, many people who write 

blogs regularly read other blogs. Blogs are an information resource that can be read by anyone on the web, as such the 

reputation of products, organizations and companies can be discussed. Blogs are  moving  ahead of many mainstream 

journals and portals as information sources due to expanding communities being linked together. The length of blogs varies 

from one paragraph to multiple paragraphs, theparagraphs within the blogs also considerably. The content within the blog is 

generally considered to be of high quality as the reputation of the  author will encourage people to read the blogs on a regular 

basis. A blogs is quick and cheap alternative to hiring expensive writers to maintain a web site. 

A search engine that retrieve only opinion bearing blogs on a particular topic would allow a person to retrieve  

specific opinion on that topic. The parts of the blog that  are not relevant to the query are removed ,allowing  only the text 

specifically relating to the topic  to be retrieved. 

 

2.2 Opinion  Retrieval 

Opinion retrieval is a document retrieval process, which requires documents to be retrieved  to their opinions about 

a query topic. A relevant document must satisfy two criteria: relevant to the query topic, and contains opinions about the 

query[1], no matter if they are positive or negative. The major task of this track was the “opinion retrieval”. An opinion 
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retrieval system is required to locate blog documents expressing opinions about a query in a large blog collection. 

Identification of the polarity of the query-relevant opinions in the documents is not required. In this paper, we present an 

opinion retrieval algorithm that retrieves blog documents according to the opinions and comments about a query that the 

blog documents contain. 

We first define some concepts for the opinion retrieval. A query topic (query for short) is a list of words to be 

searched in a  document collection. The queries are the inputs to an  information retrieval system. The subjective texts are 

the comments or opinions about a target in a document. The topic relevant documents (relevant documents for short) of a 

query are the ideal output of a document retrieval system. Such topic relevant documents may or may not contain opinions 

about the query. We consider the ROD as a subset of the intersection of the topic relevant documents and the opinionative 

documents. 

 

2.3 Topic Structuring  

In this research we have not separate the topic segmentation but only separate the scholar query and replies in 

database. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
Opinion retrieval is an area covered well in scholarly research,however opinion retrieval within web 

blogs[opinion] research is not prevalent. This research aims to build an approach to opinion classification as well as  

retrieval from scholar blog. This research utilizes the process of document retrieval twice to retrieve opinions that match a 

query. Figure 1 illustrates the process of finding opinion bearing blogs that match the query topic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1: Process of retrieving opinion in Blog System 

 

The blog data server collects blog pages by periodically crawling the web. The opinion sentence search engine, 

which receives blog pages from the blog data server, consists of two main modules: opinion sentence extraction and query-

relevant sentence extraction.  The opinion sentence extraction module checks whether each sentence in the crawled blog 

pages can be considered an opinion. Opinion sentences are extracted and indexed as  a off-line processing, which for a 

practical real-time search, should be as high a proportion of the entire processing as possible. The query-relevant sentence 

extraction module retrieves opinion sentences relevant to the user’s query phrases from the index table of opinion sentences 

in the blog page server. 

 

3.1Data set 

The data set was constructed by combining  more than one web blogs, collected  from the web and store  in one 

continuous text document.The web blogs all contain a scholar topic with different areas with in forum being document in 

each web blog. The scholar blog ranged from 70 to 1200 words in total with some blogs containing sub headings. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The research discussed in section 2 has resulted in following findings. The topic structuring result are discussed in 

section 4.1 while the opinion retrieval results are discussed in 4.2. 

 

4.1 Topic Segmentation 

In this research the topic data’s  are stored appropriate table, we have separate the text  segmentation only scholar 

queries and replies data’s. Alldomain topic data’s are stored same table, and  in that  did not apply text  segmentation. The 

domain segmentation only appear when scholar search the domain ex: If the scholar search the  particular domain name (data 
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base)will be render the overall domain topics. figure 2 shows the domain topic segmentation. Our domain topic segmentation 

experimental shows good result. 

 
Fig2 : Domain topic Segmentation 

 

4.2 Opinion Identification 

The blog data’s are collected from more than one blog and also we have automatically generated the data. We 

design  in the blog only put three buttons for scholar’s express the  opinion about the subject topic instead of written, that 

three buttons namely positive, negative, neutral. It is not hard to imagine to express an opinion   on  topic,  it is  a very 

easiest way  to express an opinion on topic  by scholar  likely select the appropriate button like as face book opinion. In this 

blog the scholar express(select the button)  an opinion on each topic only  one  at the time. 

 The scholar want to know about particular topic, opinion holder, domain  he/she simply put the correct key word 

that shows the relevant opinion document. Figure 4 shows the overall  topic opinion classification and Figure 5 shows the  

scholar replies as well as opinion express(select the button) on topic. Table 1 shows  the number of  opinion on all domain. 

Figure 6 shows the domain overall opinion classification by chart. 

 

 
Fig3: All post opinion classification screen 

 

 
Fig 4 : Reply of topic screen. 
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Data Mining 80 25 15 

Image Processing 110 23 19 

Mat Lab 87 32 3 

Web Technology 35 15 5 

Network Security 76 13 12 

Data Base 56 17 30 

Table1 : Overall domain opinion classification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: Chart of Overall domain opinion  classification. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK 
In this paper we have described our research on opinion classification of scholar blogs. We have investigated the 

difference of global classification of documents from mixed topics and local classification of documents from the same 

topic. The experiments suggested that the performance of the prototype system has promise as a practical application. While 

the performance of opinion sentence classification extraction was good, it is necessary to improve the query-relevant 

sentence extraction strategy while storing as many opinion sentences as possible in the space available in the index table in 

the blog data server.Our future research will concentrate on developing topic specific opinion classification models, 

especially it is anticipated that the annotation of opinion words density can be used to further improve such models. 
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